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Agenda 
- dorm budget approval 
- a brief summary of the Faculty Panel and Talbot Meeting with Suzy 
- an overview of EC’s submission to the Design Exercise 

 
Roll call: All present. 
 
Adriana will be holding OH’s after Housecomm until midnight. Come talk to her. 
 
Dorm Budget 
 

 
All hall chairs have had the chance to look at the proposed spring budget. The concern was 
raised whether or not rush will use all $14000. This is the historical amount. The budget passes. 
 
A Brief Summary of the Faculty Panel and the Talbot Meeting with Suzy Nelson 
 
The Faculty Panel on Social Group Processes was a panel composed of five professors from 
different fields. Students were invited to ask questions about mutual selection and squatting. 
Many students came out of the panel with frustrations over the panelists’ unfamiliarity with 
housing processes, the inconveniences of squatting, and how homogeneity is passed. Marriage 
by choice is a modern phenomenon according to the moderator. This larger panel-type events 
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are honestly not as helpful as the office hours and other smaller interactions with administrators. 
The efficacy of the panel will be discussed at the Housing Processes workshop on Saturday, so 
students should provide their feedback. 
 
The Talbot Meeting with Suzy happened last Monday. It was nice to have DSL come to our part 
of campus and reach out to us, but a big frustration arose from the way the administrators 
present gave us vague answers regarding how fix problems we face in the Design Exercise. 
 
An overview of EC’s submission to the Design Exercise 
 
Adriana has made a presentation (to be linked later) compiling the work of the six working 
groups. 
 
As a reminder, the six working groups were charged with analyzing and reporting back on 
Summer information Disposal, Temporary Rooming Assignment, Squatting, Hall Rush, Second 
Rooming Assignment, Moving Processes. So here’s the rough plan so far: 
 
Summer info disposal: We are streamlining and regulating the process by establishing a 
timeline for sending emails to the freshmen regarding temporary rooming, where to find utilities, 
a welcome to East Campus, etc. 
 
Temp Rooming: In the housing survey sent out before freshmen show up, freshmen will be 
asked to indicate essential preferences (allergies, noise) and an intent to squat. 
 
Squatting: Freshmen will be allowed to declare that they intend to squat. Squatters will be 
distributed evenly across the dorm, in a largely randomized fashion. Freshmen will not initially 
be notified that they will have the opportunity to rescind their squatting declaration. 
 
Hall Rush: Hall Rush will be streamlined. We will try to establish more clearly which interaction 
methods work better and which are ineffective. The main goal of these revisions and regulating 
is to ensure that all freshmen go through hall rush anyway. Throughout hall rush, freshmen will 
be reminded that they can rescind their squatting declaration. 
 
Second Rooming Assignment: We cannot include mutual selection as our presented solution for 
this proposal. So the single-sided solution that was created operates using Random Serialized 
Dictatorship (RSD). In is not gamable unless we add constraints, which we do need to do (cat 
allergies, no nudity, >= 6th choice). Essentially, freshmen rank their hall preferences and the 
algorithm operates by filling freshmen into rooming configurations in a random order. The plan is 
to run the algorithm more than once to allow for less gameable, still constrainable, and more 
optimal solutions. RSD+ is the idea to allow halls to rank sets of anonymized freshmen (only 
their gender and single/double assignment would be included) and the optimal arrangement 
would be determined with a Borda count. RSD++ is the idea that the sets of freshmen would 
include names. 
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Moving Processes: This will be vigorously organized. On the Thursday that second rooming 
assignments come out, the agenda for the morning will be: 9AM-10 - Freshmen swap their keys 
at desk, they get to know the upperclassmen over food. 10AM-12 - Freshmen should have 
swapped their keys by now, upperclassmen will help freshmen move their possessions 
including their five refrigerators.  
 
Comments: 

- The standard of asking for names during hall rush has led to complications and 
obstruction for moving through all ten halls. Halls who chose to use the standard of 
listing upperclassmen names should make sure to remind upperclassmen to actually 
introduce themselves. An alternative would be to name three things they did on that hall. 

- The standard of telling freshmen to hang out on their favorite halls in the last hour of hall 
rush makes the process move closer to resembling frat rush where one has to hobknob 
with upperclassmen when they may not necessarily want that. 

 
This proposal is due Monday, 25 FEB. Exec will be hammering it out over the weekend with 
what the working groups have submitted. If you have any thoughts or ideas, please reach out to 
exec, Sandy, Tesla, or any one else who will be present at the Design Exercise Workshop. 
 
Sandy: Can the details of the proposal be processed into a final statement that lists the 
objectives, pros, and cons of the proposed system? 
Adriana: Yes, these slides were created for HouseComm to describe what the working groups 
came up with, but the final proposal will have an overarching analysis of the benefits and 
drawbacks of the proposed and current systems. 
 
Another concern: Freshmen show up at weird and greatly varying times in August, so the 
complication arises that temporary freshmen rooms are determined and assigned at an ad hoc 
basis. This makes squatting weird because freshmen (ie those who arrive for an FPOP) may be 
assigned an upperclassman’s room and may want to declare to squat but of course that is not 
possible. 


